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Level 3 Business Studies 2019

Standards 91379  91380  91381
 

Part A: Commentary
Candidates with strong literacy skills were more likely to
demonstrate the required knowledge at Achievement level. Also,
candidates need to make sure they use a business that operates
in a global context for 91379 and 91380.

91379:  Demonstrate understanding of how internal factors
interact within a business that operates in a global context

91380: Demonstrate understanding of strategic response to
external factors by a business that operates in a global
context

91381:  Apply business knowledge to address a complex
problem(s) in a given global business context
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In 91380, some candidates experienced difficulty in
understanding what a strategic response is and that it must be
explained in the context of the business. In all standards, but
particularly 91381, many candidates copied information from the
resources, but did not use it optimally; nor did they use the
required business knowledge to fully explain and evaluate in their
responses to questions.

Many students left questions unanswered, which limited their
potential to gain Achievement.

 

Part B: Report on Standards

91379:  Demonstrate
understanding of how internal
factors interact within a business
that operates in a global context
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

clearly explained the reason why the resistance of senior
managers would affect the introduction of environmentally
friendly initiatives, or would affect customers, but not both;
many candidates focused their answer on staff motivation
and/or productivity rather than the introduction of
environmentally friendly initiatives
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explained the effects of the approach to develop innovative
products and processes, and linked the response to the case
study/context provided

memorised everything they knew on the topic without
focusing specifically on the question; this meant the answer
tended to be generic, rather than a detailed explanation of all
possible positive/negative effects

explained the impact on the brand or on long-term future
revenues by demonstrating rangatiratanga; many students
were confused by future (long-term) versus present (short-
term) impacts on revenues, which prevented them from
gaining a higher grade

used the ‘because’, ‘leading to’, and ‘therefore’ method, or
the ‘what’, ‘why’, and ‘how’ method to explain their ideas.

 

Candidates whose work was assessed as Not Achieved
commonly:

did not answer the questions correctly or use the context
provided

did not make any reference to the case study/context

did not attempt parts of the questions, i.e. had incomplete
answers

used poor business vocabulary

did not demonstrate understanding of the relevant concept(s)

did not differentiate between the Māori business context and
Māori culture
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repeated the same idea(s) without adding value to the
answer.

 

 Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit
commonly:

clearly and/or concisely explained the reason why the
resistance of senior managers would affect the introduction
of environmentally friendly initiatives and would affect
customers

effectively linked their ideas to the case study/context
provided

demonstrated detailed understanding of the effects on the
business of ensuring the highest-quality products or
processes

explained both the impact on the brand and the
consequences for future (long-term) revenues by
demonstrating rangatiratanga; they emphasised the
'leadership' quality of the business given in the stimulus
material or the business studied in class; they also
recognised positive impacts on future (long-term) revenues

used the ‘because’, ‘leading to’, and ‘therefore’ method, or
the ‘what’, ‘why’, and ‘how’ method to fully explain their
ideas.  

 

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence
commonly:
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integrated the case study/scenario into their answers

demonstrated comprehensive understanding of the relevant
concept(s) by justifying their answers; this included providing
valid reasons or demonstrating higher-order thinking with a
‘compare and contrast’ analysis of the options where
relevant

provided new information which was either a flow-on from
the answers or a related concept which had not been
discussed earlier in the answer.

 

Standard specific comments

Candidates should be encouraged to write concisely.

 

 

91380: Demonstrate
understanding of strategic
response to external factors by a
business that operates in a global
context
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:
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stated ideas without expanding to show why it happened and
the effect on the business, either in terms of sales/profits or
operationally

used Stol for part (b); this question required candidates to
use a company that had been studied independently in their
answer

understood the concepts of scope, size and timeframe. 

Candidates whose work was assessed as Not Achieved
commonly:

did not understand the question

used an inappropriate case study, i.e. discussed companies
that do not operate in a global context and have assets or
operations abroad (consistent with a multi-national company)

did not understand what a strategic response is

did not understand what a recession is

did not complete significant parts of the paper.

 

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit
commonly:

showed an understanding of lower income/spending during a
recession, and therefore the effect on the business trying to
enter a new market or staying in an existing market

had a good case study using an international competitor for
part (b)
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considered the flow-on effects (both positive and negative)
on sales, expenses, and therefore profits of a strategic
response

interpreted the questions well

went beyond stating a response/threat or opportunity to
explain why this would affect business operations.

 Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence
commonly:

fully understood the size, scope and timeframe for a strategic
response

considered new information or other aspects for a multi-
national of a given strategic response – for example, brand
reputation linked to societal expectations, influence on
purchasing decisions, recent social media activity, corporate
responsibility

related new information to Māori business concepts in
context.

 

Standard-specific comments

This standard is a global paper looking at multi-national
companies (MNCs) that have operations or significant assets
abroad. It needs to be clear to candidates that answers must be
based on MNCs. Companies that only operate in New Zealand
with no presence abroad do not meet this standard and cannot
be used.
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It is clear from candidate responses that some do not understand
the concepts of a business-wide reaction in terms of size, scope
or timeframe, and this hinders their ability to gain Achievement
with Excellence. They need to show how the strategic response
they have chosen is a business-wide response and how this will
affect the business.

Some candidates used generic or incorrect statements regarding
time, scope and size.

Scope is multi-dimensional, related to many different
departments within a company, such as finance, marketing,
production, etc.

Size – decision made by senior management involving significant
resources, capital, manpower.

Time – decision will take a long time to implement, or take a long
or short time to take effect.

 

 

91381:  Apply business
knowledge to address a complex
problem(s) in a given global
business context
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:
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answered most questions

referred to the resource material in most answers,
sometimes only one per question instead of two

incorporated their own business knowledge throughout the
paper

referenced JW, the case study business in the minority of
answers

stated information provided about Quality Management

understood the factors behind the investment and the
impacts of JW’s expansion.

Candidates whose work was assessed as Not Achieved
commonly:

stated rather than explained factors and impacts of
expansion

failed to complete all questions

demonstrated little business knowledge

failed to refer to the resource material.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit
commonly:

demonstrated an ability to fully explain the answer in relation
to JW, rather than simply state or explain generally, i.e.
increase sales and increase profit

demonstrated a deeper understanding of applying their own
business knowledge to this particular business

were able to competently use business terms
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used the resource material well

provided little, if any, additional information in the justification
for tasks (c) and (d).

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence
commonly:

demonstrated a thorough understanding of cause, effect and
solutions and how they related to JW

demonstrated high levels of business knowledge

used resource material well and then added layers of
information to this

clearly justified their recommendation with original material,
not merely a repeat of the earlier material relating to the
effect on the business.

Provided answers that were well thought-out, with
conclusions and justifications that backed up their decisions
to either recommend Quality Control or Total Quality
Management, or their choice of robotics plants or
outsourcing.

Standard specific comments

Candidates found it most challenging to demonstrate higher level
thinking in questions (c) and (d). Many candidates were unable to
fully explain the effect of each solution and then provide
additional information for the recommendation.

Some candidates struggled to differentiate between Total Quality
Management and Quality Control and their answers, for both
were very similar.  A large number of candidates did not relate
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their answers to Quality Control back to the issues with the
product/software and how Total Quality Management and Quality
Control could be used to assist in fixing the issues. Providing
additional material for the justification was very difficult for the
vast majority of candidates. 

The overall level of responses/answers may have improved a
little on last year with a greater number reaching the requirement
for Achievement.
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